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GAME RULES
1. deal 7 cards to each player (I'd suggest up to 4 people playing) 

2. leave the rest of the cards in the middle 

3. in turns players pick one of their cards 

4. the aim is to find a card with the right translation: 

• if the card has a English word on it they have to ask "What does 

'windy' mean?"  

• if the card had an Polish word on it they have to ask "What's "wietrznie" in 

English?" 

5. if they ask the wrong question they miss a turn 

6. they chose a specific player to answer this question: 

• if this specific player has the right card they have to say "I think it's 

'wietrznie'"/"I think it's 'windy' " and give their card to the player asking the 

question 

• if the specific player doesn't have the right card they say "I'm sorry, I don't 

know", in turn making the player asking the question draw a card from the 

stack of cards in the middle 

7. the game ends when there are no cards left in the middle  

8. the player with most pairs at the end wins the game 

9. if one of the players has no cards left but there are still cards in the middle, 

they draw 5 new cards and continue playing 

10. special cards: some card have "x2" written under the word. This means that 

the player asking the question has to ask another question in order to get the 

card from another player: "Could you repeat that, please?". If "x2" is written in 

red you have to ask the question; if "x2" is written in grey you know you have to 

hear this question and answer it before you give away your card. If the player 

asking the question gets it wrong the player answering the question gets to 

keep their card. This way the player keeping the card gets to ask the question 

when their turn comes and get the pair instead of loosing it 

11. special cards: some cards have "A-B-C" written on them. This means that the 

player asking the question has to ask another question in order to get the card 

from another player: "How do you spell it?". If it's written in red you have to 

ask the question; if it's written in grey you know you have to hear this question 

and answer it before you give away your card. If the player asking the question 

get it wrong the player answering the question gets to keep their card. This way 

the player keeping the card gets to ask the question when their turn comes 

and get the pair instead of loosing it


